Haryana Staff Selection Commission
Bays No.67-70, Sector-2, Panchkula-134151
(www.hssc.gov.in)
NOTICE TO THE CANDIDATES
In reference to Advt. No. 5/2019, Cat. No.01 for the post of Clerk,
Hon’ble High court has passed following order in CWP No. 15672 of 2021 on dated
25.04.2022:“ After the re-evaluation is carried out, needless to say that entire exercise of
further rounds, including scrutiny of documents shall also be carried out all over
again.”
In Compliance of Hon’ble High Court orders in CWP No. 15672 of

1.

2021 dated 25.04.2022, it is informed to all concerned candidates of Advt. No.
5/2019, Cat. No.01 for the post of Clerk, that commission will shortly call all the

shortlisted candidates for physical scrutiny of documents. So, all candidates are
advised to prepare themselves for scrutiny alongwith all original documents and
one photostated copy of all documents. Commission will conduct the scrutiny
afresh of all shortlisted candidates, and the scrutiny which was done earlier
prior to the final result of above mentioned posts, thus now becomes null and
void. Only documents which will be submitted now will be considered for final
selection and no claim with regard to scrutiny of documents submitted earlier
whether online or offline will be considered. Candidates shall bring and submit
all documents again when they are called for scrutiny of documents, without
which benefit or claim of reservation, educational qualification, socio-economics
marks will not be given. If a candidate has submitted documents during filling
online application form or scrutiny form but fails to submit or produce the
documents during physical verification of documents, then his claim stands
forfeited and no benefit will be given.
2.

Accordingly, department allocation to all selected candidates will

be done on the basis of their revised merit and preference, so all candidates are
advised to fill their department preference online using their login ID and
password failing which departments will be allocated in accordance with merit
as per criteria decided by Commission. Candidates already selected/presently
working and candidates who have already filled department preference earlier
shall also fill again as department allocation will be done again on the basis of
revised result and thus revised merit for all selected candidates.
Important Note:
1) List of shortlisted candidates along with detailed roll no. wise schedule of
scrutiny will be issued shortly.
2) Since, the process has to be completed in a time bound manner, so all
candidates must prepare themselves for scrutiny along with all relevant
documents. All Photostat copy of documents to be submitted during physical
scrutiny of documents shall be clear and legible. Issuing date, issuing
authority and complete header/footer should be clearly visible. Documents

without issuing date and issuing authority will be out rightly rejected and
candidate will himself/herself be responsible for this lapse.
3) Only those documents will be considered valid which are issued before cut off
date i.e. 13.08.2019 for above mentioned post, so candidates must bring
documents issued before cut off date for the said post.
4) Link for filling online department preference will be activated shortly and
candidates will be informed through public notice. Status of Scrutiny
conducted during physical verification is only provisional and is subject to
change, as in physical scrutiny the official only matches & checks the original
documents. Final scrutiny is conducted by Commission before preparing and
finalizing the result
5) In case of any fake documents submitted by candidate, candidature of
candidate will be cancelled, candidate will be debarred and criminal
proceedings

will

be

intiated

against

him/her.

So,

candidates

shall

submit/produce only those documents which are correct & authentic.
6) Thumb and facial biometric will also be carried out during scrutiny of
documents of all candidates and in case of any mismatch their candidature
will be cancelled and candidates will be debarred from future recruitments.
7) Since the recruitment is to be completed in restricted time frame as per
court order, so no chance to any absentee candidates will be given for
scrutiny of documents. Candidates shall be present on the date and time
mentioned in the scrutiny schedule. Candidate’s documents will not be
verified if he/she does not appear on the scheduled date, slot and time.
Even if he appears on any other date when scrutiny of other candidates
is scheduled, he will not be given any opportunity and no representation
in this regard will be entertained by commission and no separate
information will be sent to any candidate.
8) Candidate shall keep following the updates or notices on website of
Commission as no individual information will be sent to any candidate.
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